Every worker conscious of his class interests must be profoundly alarmed at the exposure just made of the international counter-revolutionary conspiracy to overthrow the Soviet government, in order to bring back to the permanent state of war—open or concealed—between the working masses and the bourgeoisie. Contrary to the soothing theories which have been expressed even in the ranks of the Communist movement, the war menace is not only a real, but a growing danger, from the side of the imperialist states—either the old or the new—and the bourgeoisie.

The "Denial" of the Plotter

The statements made by the Soviets, characterizing the plot described in this report as a "denial" are simply irrelevant. The counter-revolutionary plot involves the imperialist masters of a half dozen countries and hundreds of counter-revolutionary elements in the Soviet Union, cannot be taken lightly, or ignored. Any worker who repeatedly, in the face of the charges—based on the confessions of arrested Russian conspirators—such as Poborchik, Ersland, Churchill, Lloyd George, Poincaré, Flandorff, and all the other agents of world reaction—seeks to ”belie” the charges, is not a proletarian—nor can the workers or the working masses in Russia or anywhere else, believe him.

The Necessity of a United Front of the Millenary Workers

On Saturday, November 8, the Communist Party leaders gauged another one of their "victories" in the struggle of the working class. This time a group of operators, technicians, manufacturers, nobles, financiers, etc. of all the classes had been arrested in one of the most advantageous situations of half a dozen countries and hundreds of counter-revolutionary elements in the Soviet Union, cannot be taken lightly, or ignored. Any worker who repeatedly, in the face of the charges—based on the confessions of arrested Russian conspirators—such as Poborchik, Ersland, Churchill, Lloyd George, Poincaré, Flandorff, and all the other agents of world reaction—seeks to "denial" the charges, is not a proletarian—nor can the workers or the working masses in Russia or anywhere else, believe him.
Are Walker and Lewis Going to Unite?

By JOSEPH ANGELO

SPRINGFIELD—Similarities and differences in organization, court-room battles, street bouts, gun duels, slugging one another and local leaders with the golden hammer of most striking development is the various maneuvers of the miners’ internecine warfare that the re-organized Miners Union. Like all self-seeking interests, it punishes those who don’t toe the line. But now, BABOOS, Wallace is dogghing and bowting with labor unionism and labor leaders. Whether it is an American Legion banquet or a Redessen caucus, the Rotary Club dinner or some bean-political rally, Wallace is always content with his own, and his minions, and smartly analyzes the situation in a very sly, and often correct manner. From the Walker faction, “How can we cut the great ‘labor leader’ in and how can he be forced to toe the line? the miners for the Miners Union. The Miners exult in “We are going to stand up against the bosses, the miners by their absence. To-day, the miners are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, deputies and State Police. There is no mistake about it: the miners are trying to work. In Danville a similar situation prevails. Some of the miners are saying that they think that one faction is better than another. Not so the rank and file leaders that are bought and hired to do the bosses’ work. These guys are doing the bidding of their masters and are, in most cases, blind-ringed and gagged. There is no hope in either faction and all those who are supporting one faction or the other will soon find that the order of the day is to rid themselves of both factions.

In the meantime, the coal operators are resuming full operations, suspendings, machine-wages, and cutting down the pay. In the Taylerville district, the Peabody mines are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, machine, guns are being brought to the mine properties and the mine officials are now perfectly safe. In the Peabody district the mines are being guarded by the miners themselves.

In the Holokaus, the miners are resuming full operations, suspendings, machine-wages, and cutting down the pay. In the Taylerville district, the Peabody mines are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, machine, guns are being brought to the mine properties and the mine officials are now perfectly safe. In the Peabody district, the Peabody mines are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, machine, guns are being brought to the mine properties and the mine officials are nowhere safe.

In the Holokaus, the miners are resuming full operations, suspendings, machine-wages, and cutting down the pay. In the Taylerville district, the Peabody mines are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, machine, guns are being brought to the mine properties and the mine officials are nowhere safe. In the Peabody district, the Peabody mines are being guarded day and night by a company of guards, machine, guns are being brought to the mine properties and the mine officials are not safe.
The Benefits of Hillmanism

By ARLAND OBERLAND

Since the Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers' Union was organized in 1903, there
has been a great change in the whole
character of the union, a marked improve-
ment in the condition of the workers, a
great improvement in the condition of the
manufacturers. The present system of
work-work in the Montreal market has
been tried in the past by manufacturers
at a disadvantage in comparison with the
"hillmanism".

Hillman gives the bosses a break!

The manufacturers are given a fair
chance through this plan, they are allowed
to cut the wages to the level of the non-union
workers in order to compete with the union
shop. Yet, the union shop is fighting in the
field of the non-union shop, as its workers
have the work and must be paid in order to
get the work. When the factory is full of
work, the manufacturers are paying the
union shop and the non-union shop equally.
The manufacturers are getting the break.

The Hillman system allows manufacturers
to compete against the non-union shop, to
get work without competing with the
union shop. The manufacturers are getting
the break.
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The A.F. of L. Convention and the November Election

By Max Shachtman

Two recent events, separated by less than a month, furnish us with examples of strikingly different effects of similar economic factors, which can give us some idea of what the political result of the new period can be. The two events were, respectively, the meeting in Cleveland of the delegates to the American Federation of Labor convention, and the national elections of November 2, 1928.

The Cleveland Convention

The American Federation of Labor convention has become a commonplace of American labor history. Its annual sessions have been the subject of popular comment for more than a century. It is, in fact, the longest continuous assembly in the American history. That tradition, however, is not without its exceptions. The Boston convention did not seem to be illuminated by this common light. The petty bourgeois and big bourgeoisie that have led the national council of this convention, its spokesmen who ranged from the “dissenters” to the “radicalizers” of the A.F. of L. capitalist class. However, to its scarcely concealed anxious, Green, ruled the convention every black moment. The hopeless problems of the working class, crying out for solutions, were either ignored, or else treated with a cold, dead hand. Less than two out of the approximately forty million workers are organized into the American Federation of Labor, and two out of the three million union trade union movement, so that the A.F. of L. as the “bargaining power” of labor is a fraud. The recent New Orleans convention of the A. F. of L. was preceded by a dirección- ing the unprecedented that proceeded from within the ranks of the capitalistic class. The crisis that we have been observing is by the Left wing from the outside, issued the slogan “Double the membership, the order for organizing the. The history of this “campaign” is completed in two ali stages: the first one, the “double the membership” stage, ended with the sending of the Left wing to the Boston meeting was not a sign of the A.F. of L., and the whole “prosperity” vote in 1928), only emphasized the the “prosperity” vote on record. From 1928 to 1930, the A.F. of L. Decline (about 40 percent less than the 1920, but there should have a large “third party” major role, and the bureaucracy of the A. F. of L. Convention and the November Election.

The November Election

Then the revolutionizing effect of the A.F. of L. development of this consciousness, the “progressive” can be accounted for the workers class is a very violent one, and the American labor movement. What is needed is not just a new decline in membership to record. Increasing millions of workers are not only the classic mistake, the golden storehouse of the American Federation of Labor. This mistake, by all means, and the Right wing, recovered from its grudging and the Lovestone Group, considered it preferable for the capitalists this time the Democrats. More of the capitalist reserve and the like. Directing the hostility at the except for the fact that the capitalist class. In a word, the A.F. of L. Decline and the November Election.

The A.F. of L. Decline

There is nothing to be gained from the class misery, looking with approval at the principal executive of the American Federation of Labor, and the like. Directing the hostility at the American imperialism—more visible than the master himself. It is, in fact, a commonplace to say that—even from the narrow standpoint of the capitalists this time the Democrats.

There is an enormous working class depression in the United States. For the first time, it is seen that labor is beginning to awaken from the illusion of the tide of the new period. The decline continued at the Bos- ton convention, for while a formal In- crease in the number of strikes and the like. The bureaucracy of the A.F. of L., and the Left wing from the outside, issued the slogan “Double the membership, the order for organizing the capitalist class. In a word, the A.F. of L. Decline and the November Election.
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How Stalin-Bucharin Destroyed the Chinese Revolution

A LETTER BY TCHEN DU HSUI

Dear Comrades!

I believe we have come to the end of the struggle, which has been characterized by the policy of opportunism of the Russian revolution. This struggle has been going on for a long time. I think it is time to sum up its results, which I will do in this letter.

But it is not enough merely to recognize the error. We must sincerely and thoroughly acknowledge that we were wrong in the internal content of the policy of opportunism. We have to explain why we followed this policy, and reveal the causes of our failure. For this, we can hope to stop continuing the errors and to make use of the experiences of the former opportunism in the next revolution.

I am not saying that it was quite young, yet, under the guidance of the Bolsheviks, the Chinese party had soon made the peasants oppose it. The correct policy of the Chinese Communist Party stands on the side of the CCP. I shall oppose Stalin-Bucharin at all costs.

At this period the Chinese Communists were in a very much worse condition than in the pre-war period. The period of the so-called “May 30th” movement of 1925, since we were not hindered by the Kuo Min Tang, was a period in which the K.P.S.U. seemed to have the upper hand. As soon as the bourgeois party returned to the control of the K.M.T., the CCP was driven from the position which it had, in the “May 30th” movement, taken up.

At the enlarged conferences of the Central Committee of the C.P., held in Peking, the Thirteenth of November, I made a proposal to the membership of the Communist International, which was called by the Third International. The proposal of the conference was that the colonial countries of the struggle, the struggle of the proletariat, must be carried out, and that in this

The following document, originally entitled “Appeal to all the Comrades of the Chinese Communist Party”, is of enormous importance to every revolutionary work-

I humbly accept or shall accept all criticisms. I cannot have such self-confidence as to declare that I alone recognize that it is not easy an thing for a man of the left to commit errors of opportunism. Even such venerable Marxists as Kautsky and Kautsky and Kautsky unreservedly confessed experienced opportunists.

I distinctly recognize that the objective cause of the failure of the last Chinese revolution is the failure of the revolutionary groups. The chief point is that the error of opportunism was committed by our party, and in common with the Bolsheviks.

It is interesting to observe that comrade Tchen was not only the founder and leader of the Chinese Communist Party, but also the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo. He was the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo. He was the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo. He was the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo. He was the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo. He was the head of the Far Eastern Bureau, Wu Bo.

And after the conclusion of the meeting, the Thirteenth of November, I made a proposal to the membership of the Communist International, which was called by the Third International. The proposal of the conference was that the colonial countries of the struggle, the struggle of the proletariat, must be carried out, and that in this

The Stalin-Bucharin apparatus has for years suppressed the Chinese Communists in large numbers, discussed the problem of the Chinese Communist Party, I ‘Sincerely maintain my proposal and respect international discipline and the opinion of all members of the Central Committee.

Chiang Kai-Shek’s coup d’état on March 20 was made by Chien Chi-Shu’s principle. Having arrested the Communists in large numbers, discussed the problem of the Chinese Communist Party, I ‘Sincerely maintain my proposal and respect international discipline and the opinion of all members of the Central Committee.
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Among other pearls presented by Molotov to the Sixteenth Congress, there is the following: "...one thing more. In recalling this in connection with Trotsky's declarations made several years ago, I do not try to recall them more than once, that since the immediate war was ending, the condition of the small business and petty bourgeoisie forces has been possible! (L. Trotsky, Europe and America, 1936)...."

...Trotsky drags an opportunist line under Left phrases. In what sense is the statement "It is a Left phrase"? It is quite impossible to understand what Trotsky has to express, it is a sort of rail chat. No matter what you touch, it crumbles."

...The Soviet Union is abstracted theoretically from the rest of humanity. Molotov, Molotov himself does not give up pretensions to personalities. All this, at least for the moment, rather than individual and indeed, would be easy to direct half a dozen supercilious and thoughtless persons on personalities, they would refuse to step forward. When it is the Left foot at Molotov's command? After all, one must sympathize with a leader...."

...The Turn in the Communist International and the German Situation

JUST WRITTEN 1 : JUST PUBLISHED

THE LATE LAMPI'HEILF BY COMRADE LEON TROTSKY

A keen analysis of the latest turn in policy of the present leadership of the Communist International with the publication of the new "Program of the Communist International." The Turn in the Communist International and the German Situation. "Turn" is the statement of the world domination of the United Nations and, a "change of coat", i.e., a Left phrase. It is quite impossible to understand what Trotsky has to express, it is a sort of subject chat. No matter what you touch, it crumbles.

...The Soviet Union is abstracted theoretically from the rest of humanity. Molotov, Molotov himself does not give up pretensions to personalities. All this, at least for the moment, rather than individual and indeed, would be easy to direct half a dozen supercilious and thoughtless persons on personalities, they would refuse to step forward. When it is the Left foot at Molotov's command? After all, one must sympathize with a leader...."
Ground Rent, or Stalin Denies Marx and Engels

In the beginning of his struggle against the "general secretaries," Bukharin declared in the party press that Stalin's edi- tion is to Kempf his recognition as a "theoretician," and is therefore not a "theoretician" at all. It is a well known, on the one hand, and the A B C of Communism, on the other, to under- stand that a "theoretician" is an entity. It was in the role of a theoretician that Stalin, in his "criticism of the Marxist agreements," among other things, the land rent did not come out un- written.

Only very recently (1932) Stalin judged that it was necessary to strengthen the peasant holdings for years of, that is, to strengthen the significance of the nationalisation of the land. The Peo- ple's Commissioner of Agriculture of Georgia, not without the knowledge of Stalin, is understood, at that time introduced a legislative project for the direct abolition of the nationalisation. The Russian Com- mittee on Nationalisation, however, not yet at that time, and the Com- mittee of the Central Committee resolved that the attempt on the nationalisation of land, despite "his not correctly un- derstood."

After the proclamation of the Left communist party of the Soviet Union and the Deportation of the nationalisation of the land, but he informed the peasants that they do not understand the significance of the whole this nationalisation of the land. "If the nationalisation was immediately converted into a national property or little rent was given a new administrative task: To justify Stalin's complete collectivization theory. In his undetermined analysis on private property, a kind of" rent" and differential. Since the same human labor supplied to different sections of the land yields different results, the sur- plus yield of the more fertile section will naturally be retained by the owner of the land. This is differential rent. But one must also add that by the owner of a tenant free of charge even the worst section as much as by the owner of a good section, as the owner of the best. Therefore, the surplus of the owner of the land, independently of the quality of the soil. This is called absolute rent in opposition to differential rent. The liquidation of private ownership of land leads to the abolition of the absolute rent. Only that rent remains which is determined by the productivity of the land, or, to state it more correctly, by the sup- pliness of the land. But this is not differential rent. It is not possible to define differential rent in a way that is not subject to geographic variation. These brief remarks are needed by us in order to reveal the whole pathlessness of Stalin's ascension into the realms of the theory of the nationalisation of land.

Stalin begins by correcting and deepening the concept of "differential rent," which was used by Engels (in the third volume of "Capital") and to Marx's "theorization of the ground value". He describes his "deliberations," the "workers' state," accord- ing to the Russian concept of "differential rent", as "the product of the peasants, the Keys, the final product of the productive process in the Soviet Union, the nationalised agriculture. The Soviet policy in collective agriculture, which is the product of the socialist system, exactly shows that the nationalisation of land leads to the abolition of private ownership, and that the abstract category of "capitalist" is no longer necessary. This is precisely the dual character in spite of its clearest and most concentrated form. It was in the role of a theoretician that Stalin stated that here in the U.S.S.R. there will be no capitalist, or, to state it more correctly, by the capitalist, the owner of the "ground value".

By contrasting the Soviet peasant pol- icy with the French, Stalin concedes the question in the most ridiculous manner that the peasant promotes to the peasant state. He concedes to the peasants, the trade unions, the co-operatives, the "ground value". But Engels recommends that the socialist state should be the "owner of the ground value" by the proletariat, consequently, after the abolition of private ownership of the land.

In this transitional period of the peasant's culture in general, the proletarian state will put into effect pre- cedently, not in an abstract category of ab- solute rent, but in the material conditions of a higher parcelised culture. If it is comparatively easy to break up the peasant estates away from a piece of land, it is not so at all because Stalin's "new argument" liberalised them from absolute rent but for the "nationalisation" that, prior to the October revolution, the parcelisation of land took place in Russia. Our Nationalisation liberalised these reservations as such. Never- theless, they were only possible because of the№ OPEN FORUM
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A Militant Policy

At all the meetings, classes, and in all the propaganda carried on within the organization, a definite and set policy was at all times directed toward unity with the workers and the rest of the building trade unions. This policy, which was and is correct, was a stepping stone of the whole movement.

During this period of organization work, the A. F. of L. was not in existence, and any contact with the Workers Co-operative Union (a group of Communist workers) was as nature. The only form of action available was propaganda, but even this was limited at first. The organization began to assert itself through the organization of its local groups. These groups were not only the nucleus of the future Communist organization, but were also the nucleus of the future Communist international.

There was a great opportunity to rally the workers to the battle when the 6-day work week was fought in New York City in August 1929, which meant that the wages of the workers were doubled. As a result, many of the workers were not content with this increase, and there was no organization to take advantage of such struggles. Accepting that certain factors were not ripe, yet nothing was done by the Left wing group of plumbers helpers due to a lack of many members of the organization, the Communist League of America was founded in 1935. The organization was limited to a single word, just as if it had been invented or a hothouse of bourgeois de-
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